In our recent Research Article "Individualistic sensitivities and exposure to climate change explain variation in species' distribution and abundance changes" ([@R1]), we presented an analysis relating species-specific measures of sensitivity and exposure to climate, to species' recent population changes. While our measure and interpretation of species' climate sensitivity remain correct, we now recognize our interpretation of the exposure measure was inaccurate: Our climate models included an intercept, representing a nonzero average population growth rate; thus, the exposure measure incorporated not only climate effects but other nonclimatic---and potentially unmeasured climatic---effects as well. While our results still demonstrate that a significant proportion of variation in population trends can be explained by exposure and sensitivity, the correct interpretation of the exposure measure means that the explained variation is not solely due to climate. As such, our conclusion that a large proportion of variation in population changes can be explained by individualistic responses to climate is misleading. Given this, and to avoid confusion, we are wholly retracting the Research Article, and we apologize that this was not picked up sooner.
